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I. INTRODUCTION
 .Convex concave operators are a class of important operators which are
 wextensively used in nonlinear differential and integral equations see 3,
x.4 , but we have not found results about mixed monotone operators with
convexity and concavity. In this paper, without assuming operators to be
continuous or compact, we first study this class of operators and give
existence and uniqueness theorems; then we study existence and unique-
ness and continuity of eigenvectors, and finally offer some applications to
nonlinear integral equations on unbounded regions and differential equa-
tions in Banach spaces.
Let the real Banach space E be partially ordered by a cone P of E, i.e.,
x F y iff y y x g P. Let D ; E; Operator A: D = D ª E is said to be
 .mixed monotone if A x, y is nondecreasing in x and nonincreasing in y,
 .  .  .i.e., u F u , ¨ F ¨ , u , ¨ i s 1, 2 g D implies A u , ¨ F A u , ¨ .1 2 2 1 i i 1 1 2 2
 U U .  U U .Point x , y g D = D is called a coupled fixed point of A if A x , y
U  U U . U Us x and A y , x s y . Element x g D is called a fixed point of A if
 U U . UA x , x s x .
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ÊRecall that cone P is said to be solid if the interior P is nonempty, and
P is said to be normal if there exists a positive constant N such that
5 5 5 50 F x F y implies x F N y ; N is called the normal constant of P. If
Ê  .y y x g P, we write x g y. A: D A ; E ª E is said to be convex if for
 . w xx, y g D A with x F y and every t g 0, 1 , we have
A tx q 1 y t y F tAx q 1 y t Ay. 1 .  .  . .
A is said to be concave if yA is convex.
II. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 1. Let P be a normal cone of E, and let A: P = P ª P be a
mixed monotone operator; suppose that
 .  .  .i for fixed y, A ?, y : P ª P is conca¨e; for fixed x, A x, ? : P ª P
is con¨ex.
1 .  .ii '¨ ) u , c ) such that u - A ¨ , u F ¨ and2
A u , ¨ G cA ¨ , u . 2 .  .  .
U w xThen A has exactly one fixed point x g u , ¨ , and constructing successi¨ ely
the sequences
x s A x , y , y s A y , x n s 1, 2, . . . , 3 .  .  .  .n ny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1
 . w x w xfor any initial x , y g u , ¨ = u , ¨ , we ha¨e0 0
5 U 5 5 U 5x y x ª 0, y y x ª 0 n ª ` .n n
with the con¨ergence rate
n n1 y c 1 y c
U U2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x y x F N ? ¨ , y y x F N ? ¨ . 4 .n n /  /c c
Proof. Let u s u , ¨ s ¨ , then0 0
u - ¨ . 5 .0 0
Let
u s A u , ¨ , ¨ s A ¨ , u n s 1, 2, . . . . 6 .  .  .  .n ny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1
It is easy to show
u s u - u F u F ??? F u F ??? F ¨ F ??? F ¨ F ¨ F ¨ s ¨ , 7 .0 1 2 n n 2 1 0
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 .  .hence by 2 , 7 we get
u G u G c¨ G c¨ . 8 .n 1 1 n
Let
 4t s sup t ) 0, u G t¨ n s 1, 2, . . . , 9 .  .n n n
then
u G t ¨ , 10 .n n n
 .and on account of 8 and the fact u G u G t ¨ G t ¨ , we havenq1 n n n n nq1
0 - c F t F t F ??? F t F ??? F 1, 11 .1 2 n
which implies that lim t s tU exists and 0 - tU F 1. We now checknª` n
that
tU s 1. 12 .
 .  .  .From the hypothesis i , we get the following Eqs. 13 ] 15 , ; x F x , y1 2 1
w xF y , t g 0, 1 ,2
A tx q 1 y t x , y G tA x , y q 1 y t A x , y 13 .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
A x , ty q 1 y t y F tA x , y q 1 y t A x , y . 14 .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
A x , y s A x , t ? ty1 y F tA x , ty1 y q 1 y t A x , u , .  .  . .  .
; t g 0, 1 . 15  .
 .Then by 15 we get
y1 y1A x , t y G t A x , y y 1 y t A x , u , ; t g 0, 1 . 16 .  .  .   . .
 .  .  .  .  .By 6 , 7 , 10 , 13 ] 16 , and the fact that A is a mixed monotone
operator, we have
u s A u , ¨ G A t ¨ , ¨ G t A ¨ , ¨ q 1 y t A u , ¨ .  .  .  .  .nq1 n n n n n n n n n n
G t A ¨ , ty1 u q 1 y t A u , ¨ .  . .n n n n n
y1 y1G t ? t ? A ¨ , u y t ? 1 y t A ¨ , u q 1 y t A u , ¨ .  .  .  .  .n n n n n n n n
s A ¨ , u q 1 y t A u , ¨ y A ¨ , u .  .  .  .n n n n
1
w xG ¨ q 1 y t u y ¨ G ¨ q 1 y t 1 y u .  .nq1 n 1 1 nq1 n 1 /c
1 1





t G 1 q 1 y t 1 y . 18 .  .nq1 n  /c
Therefore,
1
1 y t F 1 y t y 1 . 19 .  .nq1 n  /c
1 .  .By the hypothesis ii , we get - c F 1 and 1rc y 1 - 1, thus 19 implies2
that
n nq11 1 1 y c
1 y t F 1 y t y 1 F y 1 1 y t F . 20 .  .  .nq1 n 1 /  /  /c c c
Hence
t ª 1 n ª ` . 21 .  .n
 .  .Now from 7 and 21 , we have
u F u y u F ¨ y u F 1 y t ¨ F 1 y t ¨ . 22 .  .  .nqp n n n n n n
Since P is normal, we get
n1 y c
5 5 5 5 5 5u y u F N 1 y t ? ¨ F N ? ¨ , 23 .  .nqp n n  /c
n1 y c
5 5 5 5 5 5¨ y u F N 1 y t ? ¨ F N ? ¨ , 24 .  .n n n  /c
 .where N is the normal constant of P. So, by 23 , we know that lim nª`
u s uU exists.n
U  .In the same way we can prove that lim ¨ s ¨ exists. By 23 , wenª` n
get
n1 y c
U5 5 5 5u y u F N ? ? ¨ . 25 .n  /c
Similarly,
n1 y c
U5 5 5 5¨ y ¨ F N ? ? ¨ . 26 .n  /c
Since u F uU F ¨U F ¨ , we haven n
u F ¨U y uU F ¨ y u F 1 y t ¨ , 27 .  .n n n
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5 U U 5  .5 5  . U U U Uso ¨ y u F N ? 1 y t ¨ ª 0 n ª ` , hence u s ¨ . Let x s un
U U w x Us ¨ , then x g u , ¨ , x ) u . Since
u F xU F ¨ , u s A u , ¨ F A xU , xU F A ¨ , u s ¨ , 28 .  .  .  .n n nq1 n n n n nq1
and, after taking the limit,
xU F A xU , xU F xU , 29 .  .
U U U U .we have A x , x s x , i.e., x is a fixed point of A. Let x be any fixed
w xpoint of A in u , ¨ , then
u s u F x F ¨ s ¨ , A x , x s x , .0 0
so
u s A u , ¨ F A x , x s x F A ¨ , u s ¨ . .  .  .1 0 0 0 0 1
It is easy to see by induction that
u F x F ¨ n s 1, 2, . . . , 30 .  .n n
U w xwhich implies by taking the limit that x s x . Finally, ; x , y g u , ¨ ,0 0
 .then, similarly to 30 , we get that
u F x F ¨ , u F y F ¨ n s 1, 2, . . . . 31 .  .n n n n n n
 .Consequently, by 24 we get
n1 y c
U 25 5 5 5 5 5x y x F N ¨ y u F N ? ¨ , 32 .n n n  /c
n1 y c
U 25 5 5 5 5 5y y x F N ¨ y u F N ? ¨ , 33 .n n n  /c
U U  .therefore x ª x , y ª x n ª ` .n n
w x w x w xTHEOREM 2. Let the cone P be normal and A: u , ¨ = u , ¨ ª u , ¨ be
1 .a mixed monotone operator. Suppose that A u , ¨ G ¨ and2
 . w x  . w x w xi for fixed y g u , ¨ , A ?, y : u , ¨ ª u , ¨ is con¨ex; and for fixed
w x  . w x w xx g u , ¨ , A x, ? : u , ¨ ª u , ¨ is conca¨e;
1 .ii there is a constant c, - c F 1, such that2
A ¨ , u F cA u , ¨ q 1 y c ¨ . 34 .  .  .  .
U w xThen A has exactly one fixed point x g u , ¨ ; moreo¨er, constructing
successi¨ ely the sequences
x s ¨ y A ¨ y x , ¨ y y , y s ¨ y A ¨ y y , ¨ y x .  .n ny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1
n s 1, 2, . . . 35 .  .
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w xfor any initial x , y g u , ¨ , we ha¨e0 0
¨ y x ª xU , ¨ y y ª xU n ª ` . 36 .  .n n
Proof. Let
w xB x , y s ¨ y A ¨ y x , ¨ y y , ; x , y g u , ¨ . 37 .  .  .
w xThen B is a mixed monotone operator; moreover, for fixed y g u , ¨ ,
 . w x w x w x  . w xB ?, y : u , ¨ ª u , ¨ is concave, and for fixed x g u , ¨ , B x, ? : u , ¨
w x  .  . w xª u , ¨ is convex. If A u , ¨ s ¨ , then A x, y s ¨ , ; x, y g u , ¨ and
 .  .  .A ¨ , ¨ s ¨ ; all the results are obvious. If A u , ¨ - ¨ , then u - B ¨ , u s
1 .  .¨ y A u , ¨ F ¨ . By 34 , we know that2
A ¨ , u - c¨ q 1 y c ¨ s ¨ 38 .  .  .
and
¨ y A ¨ , u G ¨ y cA u , ¨ q 1 y c ¨ s c ¨ y A u , ¨ , 39 .  .  .  .  . .
i.e.,
B u , ¨ G cB ¨ , u . 40 .  .  .
So similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 we get that B has exactly one fixed
point yU ) u , i.e.,
yU s B yU , yU s ¨ y A ¨ y yU , ¨ y yU , 41 .  .  .
 U U . U U U U Uso A ¨ y y , ¨ y y s ¨ y y . Let x s ¨ y y , then Ax s x ; more-
w x  .  .over, ; x , y g u , ¨ , by 35 , 37 , and Theorem 1, we get0 0
x ª yU , y ª yU n ª ` , 42 .  .n n
so
¨ y x ª xU , ¨ y y ª xU n ª ` . 43 .  .n n
THEOREM 3. Suppose all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, then
 . w x'l G 1, such that l A ¨ , u F ¨ , and ;l g 0, l , the equation0 0 0
u s l A u , u 44 .  .
 .  .  .  .has exactly one solution u l . Let u l s u , ¨ l s ¨ , u l s0 0 n
  .  ..  .   .  ..l A u l , ¨ l , and ¨ l s l A ¨ l , u l ; we then ha¨eny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1
n1 y c
5 5 5 5u l y u l F N ? ¨ ª 0 n ª ` . 45 .  .  .  .n  /c
n1 y c
5 5 5 5¨ l y u l F N ? ¨ ª 0 n ª ` . 46 .  .  .  .n  /c
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 .Proof. If l s 0, then the conclusion is obvious and u 0 s u . Suppose
 x   . .4  .l g 0, l , where l s sup t ) 0, tA ¨ , u F ¨ . From A ¨ , u F ¨ we0 0
 .  .  .get l G 1; and from u - l A ¨ , u F l A ¨ , u F ¨ , l A u , ¨ G0 0
 .cl A ¨ , u we get that l A satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1, so l A has
 . w x  .exactly one fixed point u l g u , ¨ , and u l ) u . Obviously, other
results are valid.
LEMMA 1. Let E be an ordered Banach space with positi¨ e cone P such
Êthat P / f. Let X be an ordered Banach space with positi¨ e cone K, where K
 .is normal. Suppose A: D A ; E ª X is a conca¨e or con¨ex operator,
Ê .  .x g D A , the interior of D A in E. Then A is continuous at x iff A is0 0
locally bounded at x , i.e., 'd ) 0 such that A is bounded on the d-neighbor-0
 .  w x.hood N x of x . The proof is gi¨ en in 3 .d 0 0
THEOREM 4. Let P be a normal and solid cone of E, A: P = P ª P be a
 .  .  .mixed monotone operator, A ¨ , u c u , and the hypothesis i , ii of Theo-
rem 1 be satisfied. Then the equation
w xl A u , u s u , l g 0, l , 47 .  .0
 .has exactly one solution u l satisfying that
 .  . w x w xi u ? : 0, l ª u , ¨ is continuous; and0
 .ii ;0 - l - l F l , we ha¨e1 2 0
l2
u l G c ? u l , 48 .  .  .2 1l1
l1
u l G c ? u l , 49 .  .  .1 2l2
  . 4where l s sup t ) 0, tA ¨ , u F ¨ .0
 .  .  .Proof. i Set u l s u , ¨ l s ¨ ,0 0
u l s l A u l , ¨ l , ¨ l s l A ¨ l , u l .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n ny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1
n s 1, 2, . . . . 50 .  .
 .  .  .By Theorem 3, we know that the convergences of u l ª u l , ¨ l ªn n
 .  . w x  .¨ l n ª ` are both uniform for l g 0, l . Hence u l is continuous0
w x  .  .on 0, l if each u l and ¨ l is.0 n n
Ê w x w xIn fact, ; x , y g P l u , ¨ , x, y g u , ¨ , we get0 0
5 5 5 5A x , y y A x , y F A x , y y A x , y .  .  .  .0 0 0
5 5q A x , y y A x , y , 51 .  .  .0 0 0
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 . w xand by Lemma 1 we know that, for fixed y, A ?, y is bounded on u , ¨ , so
 .  .A ?, y is continuous at x . Similarly, A x , ? is continuous at y . So by0 0 0
 .  .51 , we get that A is continuous at x , y . Since x , y are arbitrary, A0 0 0 0
Ê Ê w x.  w x.is continuous in P l u , ¨ = P l u , ¨ . And obviously,
lim u l s lim l A u l , u l s u s u 0 . 52 .  .  .  .  . .
lª0 lª0
 .  .  .  xOn account of 2 , 50 , and the fact that A ¨ , u c u , we get ;l g 0, l ,0
u l s l A u , u c u , ¨ l s l A ¨ , u c u , 53 .  .  .  .  .1 1
 .  .  .  .and that u l , ¨ l are continuous. Hence by 7 we know u l c u ,1 1 n
 .  .  .¨ l c u , and we can easily prove by induction that u l , ¨ l aren n n
w x  . w xcontinuous on 0, l ; therefore u l is continuous on 0, l .0 0
 .  . w x  .ii Since u l g u , ¨ , by 2 , we know that
u l s l A u l , u l G l A u , ¨ G l c ? A ¨ , u 54 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1 1 1
l l1 1G c ? l ? A u l , u l s c ? u l . .  .  . .2 2 2 2l l2 2
Similarly,
l2
u l G c ? u l . 55 .  .  .2 1l1
COROLLARY 1. Let P be a normal cone of E, A: p = p ª p be a mixed
 .monotone operator; suppose that the hypothesis i of Theorem 1 is satisfied,
1 w x w x. w xand 'c, 'u, ¨ g p such that - c F 1, A u, ¨ = u, ¨ ; u, ¨2
A u , ¨ G cA ¨ , u q 1 y c u. 56 .  .  .  .
w xThen A has exactly one fixed point x g u, ¨ .
Proof. Let
B x , y s A x q u , y q u y u , ; x , y g p. 57 .  .  .
w x w x. w xThen B u , ¨ y u = u , ¨ y u ; u , ¨ y u is a mixed monotone opera-
 .tor satisfying the hypothesis i of Theorem 1. Moreover,
B ¨ y u , u s A ¨ , u y u , 58 .  .  .
B u , ¨ y u s A u , ¨ y u. 59 .  .  .
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 .  .  .By 56 , 58 , and 59 , we get
B ¨ y u , u F ¨ y u , A u , ¨ y u G cA ¨ , u y cu 60 .  .  .  .
so
B u , ¨ y u G cB ¨ y u , u . 61 .  .  .
 .   .We may suppose that B ¨ y u, u ) u since if B ¨ y u, u s u , then
 . w x  .A ¨ , u s u, therefore, ; x, y g u, ¨ , A x, y s u, and u is the unique
.  .fixed point of A . Thus the hypothesis ii of Theorem 1 is satisfied, so B
U w xhas exactly one fixed point x g u , ¨ y u , i.e.,
A xU q u , xU q u y u s xU . 62 .  .
U w xObviously, A has the unique fixed point x s u q x g u, ¨ .
w x w xCOROLLARY 2. Let P be a normal cone of E, and A: u, ¨ = u, ¨ ª
w x  .u, ¨ be a mixed monotone operator. Suppose that the hypothesis i of
1 .  .Theorem 2 is satisfied, and 'c such that A u, ¨ G u q ¨2
1 - c F 1, A ¨ , u F cA u , ¨ q 1 y c ¨ . 63 .  .  .  .2
w xThen A has exactly one fixed point x g u, ¨ .
 .  . w xProof. Let B x, y s A x q u, y q u y u, ; x, y g u , ¨ y u . Simi-
w x wlarly to the proof of Corollary 1, we can verify that B: u , ¨ y u = u , ¨ y
x w xu ª u , ¨ y u satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and B has
U w xexactly one fixed point x g u , ¨ y u , i.e.,
xU s B xU , xU s A xU q u , xU q u y u; 64 .  .  .
U w xthus A has the unique fixed point x s x q u g u, ¨ .
Remark 1. It should be pointed out that we do not assume operator A
to be continuous or compact.
III. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we use some of our results to several existence theorems
for nonlinear integral equations on unbounded region and nonlinear
differential equations in Banach spaces.
We first consider the following nonlinear integral equation:
2x s q x s .  .
2’x t s Ax t s K t , s q 4 q 1 y x s ds. 65 .  .  .  .  .H
n 16R
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CONCLUSION 1. Suppose that K : Rn = Rn ª R1 is continuous and
 .K t, s G 0, K k 0; moreo¨er,
1 1
F K t , s ds F . 66 .  .H
n8 7R
 . U  . U  .Then the equation 65 has a unique solution x t satisfying 0 F x t - 1,
U  .and x t k 0.
 n.Proof. We use Theorem 2 to prove Conclusion 1. Let C R denoteB
n 5 5the set of all bounded continuous functions on R ; we define x s
<  . <  n. q n.nsup x t , then C R is a real Banach space. Let P s C Rt g R B B
 n.denote the set of nonnegative functions of C R , then P is a normal andB
 n.  .solid cone of C R . Equation 65 can be written in the formB
x s A x , x , 67 .  .
where
A x , y s A x q A y ; 68 .  .  .  .1 2
2x s q x s .  .
A x s K t , s ? q 4 ds; 69 .  .  .H1
n 16R
and
2’A y s K t , s ? 1 y y s ds. 70 .  .  .  .H2
nR
Let ¨ ' 1, then
41
A ¨ , 0 s A ¨ q A 0 s K t , s ds F 1, 71 .  .  .  .  .H1 2
n8 R
and
w xA x , y F A ¨ , 0 , ; x , y g 0, ¨ . 72 .  .  .
w x w x w x  .So A: 0, ¨ = 0, ¨ ª 0, ¨ is a mixed monotone operator, and A ?, y is
 .a convex operator for fixed y, and A x, ? is a concave operator for fixed
 .x. Thus the hypothesis i of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Moreover,
1
A 0, ¨ s A 0 q A 1 G ¨ . 73 .  .  .  .1 2 2
5 1  .Let c s ) , then by 71 we get8 2
5
A ¨ , 0 F cA 0, ¨ q 1 y c ¨ , 74 .  .  .  .
8
 .thus the hypothesis ii of Theorem 2 is satisfied. So A has exactly one
U w x w x fixed point x g 0, 1 ; moreover, ; x , y g 0, ¨ , x s 1 y A 1 y x ,0 0 n ny1
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.  .1 y y , and y s 1 y A 1 y y , 1 y x , we haveny1 n ny1 ny1
1 y x ª xU , 1 y y ª xU n ª ` , .n n
Now we consider the system of equations:
1 1 y1r2Y 1r2yx s ? x q 1 q x ; 75 .  .n 2 n nq2n 3
x 0 s xX 1 s 0 n s 1, 2, . . . . 76 .  .  .  .n n
 <  . < < 4 5 5 < <  <Let E s x x s x , x , . . . , sup x - q` , x s sup x . P s x x g1 2 i i i i
4 w x w x  <  .E, x G 0 ; E is a normal and solid cone. Let I s 0, 1 , C I, E s x x ? :i
4 5 5 5  .5  w x <  .I ª E is continuous , x s max x t . P s x g C I, E x t g P, ; tt g I
4 w x  .  .g I ; C I, E is a normal and solid cone. Then 75 , 76 are equivalent
to the two-point Boundary Value Problem in E.
 .  .CONCLUSION 2. Equations 75 , 76 ha¨e a unique positi¨ e solution
U  . w x  . w xx t g 0, ¨ , where ¨ s 1, 1, . . . , 1, . . . . Moreo¨er, ; x , y g 0, ¨ , x s0 0 n
 .  . U U  .A x , y , y s A y , x , we ha¨e x ª x , x ª x n ª ` ,ny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1 n n
and
n n’ ’4 2 4 2
U U5 5 5 5x y x F y 1 , y y x F y 1 , 77 .n n /  /3 3
where
A x , y s A x q A y ; 78 .  .  .  .1 2
 .in the following i s 1, 2, . . .
1 1 1r2A x s G t , s ? x s ds; 79 .  .  .  . . H1 2 ii 3i 0
1 1 y1r2
A y s G t , s ? 1 q x s ds; 80 .  .  .  . .  .H2 iq2i i 0
t , 0 F t F s F 1,G t , s s .  s, 1 G t ) s G 0.
2 . w x  .Proof. It is easy to know that x t g C I, E l P is a solution of 75 ,
 .  .76 iff x g P is a solution of A x, x s x. We shall prove that A has
w xexactly one fixed point in 0, ¨ . Obviously, A: P = P ª P is a mixed
 .monotone operator, and A ?, y is a concave operator for fixed y, and
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 .A x, ? is a convex one for fixed x. Obviously,
4 1
A ¨ , 0 s A ¨ q A 0 s G t , s ds .  .  .  . .  .  . Hi 1 2i i 3i 0
4 t 2 4 1
s t y F ? F 1, 81 . /3i 2 3i 2
w x  .  . w x w xand since ; x, y g 0, ¨ , A x, y F A ¨ , 0 ; we get A: 0, ¨ = 0, ¨ ª
w x0, ¨ . Moreover,
1 1 y1r2A 0, ¨ s A 0 q A ¨ s 0 q G t , s 1 q 1 ds .  .  .  .  . .  .  . Hi 1 2i i i 0
1 1y1r2s ? 2 G t , s ds; 82 .  .Hi 0
 .  .  .by 81 , 82 , we get A ¨ , 0 ) 0 and
1 3i
y1r2A 0, ¨ s ? 2 ? A ¨ , 0 .  . .  .i ii 4
3
s A ¨ , 0 , 83 .  . . i’4 2
1’  .  .Since c s 3r4 2 ) such that A 0, ¨ G cA ¨ , 0 , we know that all the2
hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and A has a unique fixed point
U w x  .  . w xx g 0, ¨ , i.e., 75 , 76 have a unique solution in 0, ¨ . Moreover,
w x; x , y g 0, ¨ , let0 0
1 11 y1r21r2




y s G t , s y s q 1 q x s ds. .  .  .  . .  . .Hn ny1 ny1i 2 i iq2i 30
85 .
We have
x ª xU , y ª xU n ª ` .  .  .n i n ii i
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n1 y ’4 2’4 2U5 5 5 5x y x F ? ¨ s y 1 ;n 3  /3 0’4 2
n
3
n1 y ’4 2’4 2U5 5 5 5y y x F ? ¨ s y 1 .n 3  /3 0’4 2
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